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Abstract -- A method is presented to calculate the 
coupling loss in multifilamentary conductors containing 
mixed matrix. The conductor geometry considered here 
has several concentric regions with either isotropic 
normal material, anisotropic normal material, or super- 
conducting filaments. In anisotropic normal regions, 
containing for example Cu hexagons in a CuNi environ- 
ment, the effects of anisotropy and twist have to be 
taken into account. An interesting similarity is obser- 
ved between such regions with highly anisotropic normal 
material and regions with superconducting filaments. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Technologically advanced low-loss multifilamentary 
conductors usually employ a mixed matrix, i.e. a combi- 
nation of different normal materials. Here, the use of 
Cu and CuNi is assumed. The purpose of the mixed matrix 
is to obtain a poor electrical conductivity in the 
azimuthal direction (leading to a reduction of the 
coupling loss), and combine it with a good conductivity 
in axial direction (in order to improve the stabiliza- 
tion and protection). Often, the stabilizing Cu is 
present in the superconducting region, for example 
directly on the surface of the filaments. But the wire 
may also have stabilizing Cu in separate regions, in 
which CuNi barriers have been added to reduce the 
transverse conductivity, for example Cu hexagons in a 
CuNi environment. The latter conductor concept is of 
particular interest in this paper because then the 
presence of normal material with an anisotropic con- 
ductivity will have an important influence on the loss. 

11. BASIC EQUATIONS 

The general approach to calculate coupling losses 
in multifilamentary wires is to use Carr's continuum 
model [l] and solve Maxwell's equations VxE=-a,B and 
Vx(B-poM)=pJ. After neglecting the term VxM we obtain 
in cylinder coordinates: 

1 -a E -a E = -a B [ r c p r  z c p  t r  1 dZE;drEz= -a B and I a z r  B -a r z  B =p ocp j (1) 
t c p  1 -(a rB -8 B>=p j 1 -(a rE -8 E?= -8 B r r c p c p  t z  r r c p c p  o z  

Solutions of (1) automatically satisfy V,i=O and V.B=O. 
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Due to the anisotropy of the composite, and its twist, 
the constitutive equation relating j to E becomes: 

jr= 0 m r  E = oLEr 

jz= aZZEZ+ (3 zcp E cp + qJScosw 

* - 0 E + (T E + qSjssiny (2) 
'cp- (P(P cp cpz z 

0- 2 2 

cpz zcp 11 1 

2 2 

0 = 0 cos w + 0,sin \v zz II 

with 0 - oleos w + oI1sin w 

0 = 0 = (0 -0 )sinwcosw , 

where w is the twist angle i.e. tanyr=2mLp, and q, the 
fraction of superconductor. The local conductivities 
transverse to and parallel with the filament direction 
are givzn by oL and oll. Note that the conductivity 
tensor 0 is a function of r. The superconducting nature 
of the filaments is expressed by h non-linear relation 
between j, and Ell, with j, the sc. current density and 
Ell the electrical field along the filaments. The 
maximum value of j, is the critical current density jc, 
which occurs when filaments are fully saturated. The 
presence of an electrical field El l  does not necessarily 
imply that js=jc, because under AC conditions the fila- 
ments have a dynamic resistivity proportional to their 
diameter and 1 BLl. We can approximate j,(EII) as: 

js = j,sign(E,,) if I E ~ ~  I=* 
* 4  

= j$ll /E* if I I <E* with E = BII . (3) 

If we can solve the system (1,2,3), the coupling loss 
can be found by integrating E.j over time and volume. A 
few authors [2,3] have done this numerically under the 
most general conditions, which is an important result 
for understanding the exact processes inside the wire. 
For most purposes, however, such a method is impracti- 
cal and a simpler approach is desired. 

To simplify the problem we make the following 
assumption. If Bi is the induced magnetic field caused 
by coupling currents in the wire and B, is the extem- 
ally applied field, then Bi is assumed to be negligible 
compared to B,. This condition holds at low frequencies 
when B, changes slowly compared to the decay time 
constant z of the coupling currents. Actually, it 
corresponds to the quasi-stationary situation where E 
is directly proportional to I B, 1 .  The applied field B, 
is taken transverse to the conductor, along cp=O. Using 
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the q-symmetry and z-invariance of the problem, we find 
that the most general form of E satisfying (1,2) is 

E r  (r,cp,t) = (ha/P). er (r).cosq I Ez(r,cp,O = (rsa/P)*ez(r)*s incp 

Ecp(r,cp,t) = (Ba/P). $(r).s incp (4) 

with p’21c/Lp, and e a  dimensionless function of r only. 
Substitution of (4) into (1) gives 

% = - e r  (5) 
a r e  + % = O .  (6) 

r c p  
The third equation, required to solve (5,6), depends on 
the type of material, as will be explained below. 

111. LAY-OUT OF THE CONDUCTOR. 

Figure 1 shows the general lay-out of the conductor. 
It consists of N concentric regions, with region i 
from to ri. Each region contains a different 
(composite) material characterized by the constitutive 
equation, i.e. by the values of o1 ,oil and qs An 
example of such a conductor is given in figure 2. 
Depending on oL, oll and qs we distinguish three types: 
I-regions, A-regions or S-regions. 

I-reg ions: normal material with isotropic conductivity. 

These regions contain normal material with isotro- 
pic conductivity 6. After entering qs=O, oL=o and oll=o 
in the constitutive equation we get the usual relation 
j=oE. Therefore, V.j=O implies V.E=O, giving 

a t $ +  e=o . (7) 

(e,&‘ ,e) = ( ar2-b , ar2+b , -Pr ) , 

cp 
The solution of (5,6,7) is 

(8) 
r c p z  

where a and b are constants to be determined later from 
the boundary conditions. 

A-reg ions: normal material, anisotropic conductivity. 

These are the regions where the combination of Cu 
and CuNi leads to anisotropic properties. There is no 
superconductor, i.e. qs=O. Assuming a fraction ?$, of Cu 
with high conductivity o h  and a fraction l -qh  of CUNi 
barriers with low conductivity 01, we get 

0 [ (l+qh) / (l-qh) 1 01 (9) I 
011 = qhoh + (1 -qh)q  qhoh* (10) 

a;orre+ o e + = 0 .  (1 1) 

The ratio oI1/oL can be in the order of 100.  Now, the 
conservation of current V;i=O is given by 

(P(P cp cpz = 
By combining this with Eqs. (5,6) and substituting o,, 
o and o we obtain a second-order equation for 8 w cpz’ 0’ 

with m=oII/oL One particular s 
homogeneous part of Eiq. (12) cp 
a change of variables z= -(fir) to the 
equation” (see [SI) 

Z(1-z) a e + 2 ( 1 - ~ )  a e + 
zz cp 

This has two linearly ind 
u2(z), so &cp(r) is equal to 1+ 
where the constants a and b foll 
conditions. However, numerical 
considerably simpler than 
~1 and ~ 2 .  

S-regions: superconducting filaments with dm I 0. 

Regions with superconductor are in fact hi 
anisotropic. The electrical 
current flow in the filaments 
to Eq. (3), Ell will vanish fo 
dfil is small. This condition 
the filament direction is expressed as 

and is used to complete (5,6). The solution becomes 

(&,e ,e) = ( -1,  1,  -Pr 1 , 
r c p z  

which is a special case of (8) with a=O 
current density in principle consists o 
superconducting part 

Here, oL is om(l+aqs)/(l- 
of the matrix, and a a const 
ding on the resistance of 
interface. The value of oII 
there is no component of 

\ 

Fig. 1 Geometry of the conductor having conc 
regions with different materials. 
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Fig. 2 An example of a conductor with mixed matrix. 

IV. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND LOSSES 

The boundary conditions to be fulfilled at the 
interfaces between two regions are continuity of B and 
oLgr In addition we have a,8,=0 on the axis and 'c$=O 
at the wire surface. This adds up to 2N boundary con- 
ditions. Note that there are exactly 2N unknowns if the 
conductor consists entirely of I-regions and A-regions. 
In S-regions, however, there are no unknowns since the 
solution for 8 is given directly by (15), so apparently 
some of our boundary conditions are superfluous. First, 
the condition ar8r=0 at r=O is automatically satisfied 
by (15). Secondly, oLdr need not be continuous at the 
surface of an S-region, because the current associated 
with a discontinuity of ob&, can be taken away in 
filament direction by a thin layer of current. A closer 
look shows that actually oLBr changes continuously 
within this current-carrying layer, but by neglecting 
the thickness of the layer we have introduced a jump in 
oLBr Note th? the thickness of the layer is negli- 
gible provided B,z<<poqsjcR. As an example, consider a 
conductor with 3 I-regions. The scaled electrical field 

(17) 
is 

where the index i refers to region i. The 6 boundary 
conditions in this case read: 

(18) 
oLp at rl => ol(al-blrl)= 02(a2-b2rl) (19) 

(20) 
2 2 8 at rl => al+blrl= a2+b2rl 

o 8 at r2 => 02(%-b2r2 )= 03(a3-b3r2 ) (21) 

(22) 
2 2 B at r2 => a2+b2r2= a3+b3r2 

(23) 
2 ol% at r3 => a3-b3r3= 0 

Now, if region 2 were superconductive, we simply drop 
Eqs. (19) and (21) and replace them by a2=0 and b2=l. 
This method of getting the appropriate boundary condi- 
tions can be expanded to any number of S-regions. After 
solving the unknowns and b,, the coupling loss can 
be computed. The local loss per unit volume is j.E, so 

( B , B  ,e) = ( %i2-bi , %f2+bi , -pr ), 

ar%lr=o= o => al= o 

rep= 

2 2 

2 2 cp 
I r  

cp 

where the last two terms vanish, in S-regions because 
Ell=O, and in I-regions because ol,=.oL and qs=O. Thus, 
the dissipation per unit length in region i becomes 

r i  2~ 2 2 2 
Pj = f J oiI(Er+ET+E) rd(pdr = Oil(Ba/P) . 

r i -1  0 

If A-regions are also present, numerical integration of 
(12) and (18) is required. In that case, the boundary 
conditions are chosen in the same way, by discarding 
the two equations associated with continuity of O_LC?, 
for each superconducting region. 

V. RESULTS 

First consider a single A-region. Figure 3 shows 
the loss in this case after scaling by P,,, the loss 
occurring in an S-region with the same oL: 

P,, = O~(B, /P)~ .KR~.  (1+(pR/2)2) (26) 

It is clear from the figure that the difference between 
A- and S-regions disappears for large PR and m. This is 
understandable because a region with superconducting 
filaments is very anisotropic, and on the other hand, 
normal regions with high anisotropy behave almost as 
superconductors. The electrical field is plotted in 
Fig. 4. An interesting aspect is the decrease of $I 
with growing m, implying that E is almost perpendicular 
to the direction of twist, except near the surface of 
the wire where is relatively large and B, becomes 
zero. This is comparable with the thin saturated layer 
of current at the surface of a superconducting region. 

Another example is the conductor shown in Fig. 2, 
with an A-region enclosed between S- and I-regions. The 
calculated electrical field in this case is given in 
Fig. 5. It should be noticed that the jump of c$ at the 
boundary of 1 and 2 decreases with growing anisotropy 
of region 2. The coupling loss in the four regions is 
of the same order of magnitude for this wire. 

Y . I  
Anisotropy m 

Scaled coupling loss in a single A-region as a 
function of the anisotropy oll/oL The curves 
correspond to pR= 0.1, 0.3 and 1.0. 

Fig. 3 
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the S-regions we imposed Ell=O in order to solve 
E, and using V.j=O we concluded that a thin layer of 
current-carrying filaments is present at the interfaces 
with other regions. In the A-regions, on the other 
hand, we needed the equation V.j=O in order to solve E. 
The solution obtained in this way becomes more and more 
similar to that of the S-region as the anisotropy oll/~l 
increases, i.e. El l  is approximately zero everywhere m 
the wire except in a thin layer at the surface. 

An improvement of the model is to take into account 
the thickness of the superconducting filaments. Eq. (3) 
shows that the conductivity along the filaments is 
finite due to their dynamic resistance when subjected 
to a changing field. Therefore, the S-regions can also 
be treated as A-regions using an effective all : 

With the described method, the coupling loss can 
be calculated for a conductor of very general geometry. 
In particular the effect of anisotropic normal material 
was taken into account so that mixed matrix conductors 
can be dealt with, enabling for example an optimization 
of the amounts and location of the NbTi, Cu and CuNi. A 
disadvantage is that we limited ourselves to the low- 
frequency limit, although for most purposes this is 
sufficiently accurate. 
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